1 "intl panorama": incl stanislav kondrashov says russian presidential elections were main event of past week, question was really whether yeltsin would get through at first round, kondrashov quotes washington post and bbc on election, other western press comments cited (5 min); kalyagin video report on military victory parade in washington, vladivostok shows powell and schwarzkopf and video of Cheney's speech (5 min); anon on aspects of soviet-west relations, saying bush's visit is to close old era in u.s.-soviet relations, noting west's concern re nuclear threat arising from soviet union in the event of its collapse (4 min); shishkovskiy video report on lukyanov's visit to london, incl intvw with lukyanov on result of visit (6 min, sent); yuriy vybornov video report from adriatic on deserted italian riviera resort, scene switches to furniture show, where vybornov realises furniture shown is almost surrealistic for average soviet viewer, video of various pieces of furniture shown (7 min). (tv 1500)

2 reports on gorbachev's 15 jun moscow meeting with jacques attali, president of EBRD, with gist remarks exchanged. (2 min, sent: home 1100 tasse 1154 tassr 1119; brief: tv 1200 1530 1800 enginter 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 enguk 2000 arabic 1500 polish 1600)

3 report on EBRD president attali's meeting in moscow with gorbachev, briefly quoting gorbachev's remarks following meeting. (3 min: greek 2000; 2 min: enginter 1810 2110 spanla 2300 spanish 2100 turkish 1800 polish 1600 serbo 2000)

4 aleksandr malikov london report on invitation extended to gorbachev to attend G-7 meeting. (4 min, sent: mayak 0730)

5 interview with prof of philosophy mikhail yasukov on his views of the establishment and functioning of guarantees for stable world security mechanisms. (8 min: polish 1600)

6 correspondent kharcheva reports from meeting of futurlogists which is taking place in moscow, authors speak about japanese and soviet projects of city of the future, vladivostok is one of the candidates for the experiment. (5.5 min: mayak 1730)

7 "with you on the air": incl anon on leningrad and new statue of peter the great there; talk about ancient egyptian exhibition in moscow and the museum in which it will open; talk about project for developing transport network in japan; talk about new soviet mig-31 aircraft exhibited in paris aviation exhibition. (arabic 1500)

8 "mailbag" incl on reasons behind soviet coalminers strike, kuril island issue, soviet-irish ties and on positive sides of stalin's leadership. (enguk 2000)

9 vladimir pasko on vienna talks saying participants of talks had different approaches to one of the articles of treaty which was signed in november last year in paris, namely what forces are to be reduced, he
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praises efforts of military in attaining accord, in particular efforts of
moisseyev. (4 min: home 1600)

12 10 military analyst mikhail umanov on vienna cfe negotiations, explaining
that present round is aimed at clarifying minor details concerning
information exchanged, technical and organizational details of inspection
arrangements remain to be resolved. (3 min: spanla 2300)

13 UNITED STATES

14 11 gorbachev reply to bush highly commending his decision on supplementary
credit to soviet union. (100 text sent: tassr 1618 tasse 1655; one min:
home 1600; brief: spanla 2300)

15 TB1606110091TAKE1

16 12 "top priority": irina tkachenko hosts discussion with (basiyev
mukhamedov), lawyer of soviet diplomatic academy, and andrey kortunov,
head of department for foreign policy analysis at u.s. and canada studies
institute, re aspects of soviet-american summit, again postponed, until
july and even then uncertain due to strategic weapons reduction treaty
issue, continues by reviewing stance taken by both sides in arms reduction
and control. (engna 142300)

17 13 vladislav kozyakov on yeltsin's forthcoming visit to usa, thereby giving
soviet-u.s. relations another dimension, citing white house spokesman
fitzwater saying bush wants to talk with yeltsin about future of rsfsr and
other issues, contending yeltsin's victory is proof of soviet democracy.
(4 min: engna 0000)

18 14 tass corr vladimir matyash washington report on first press conference
given in washington by ussr's ambassador to u.s. viktor komplektov. (rpt
tasse 141940, item 11 on 14 jun list) (tassr 141940)

19 15 aleksandr barabeychik interview with director of IBM communications,
(robert dunbow), at moscow exhibition of computers and telecommunications,
discussing IBM products. (rpt engna 122300, item 18 on 13 jun list) (engna
0000)

20 16 tass new york report on unveiling at harvard university of plan for
economic reforms in ussr, listing participants and quoting from document.
(500 text, sent: tasse 1331 tassr 0705)

21 AMERICAS

22 17 "latin america in focus." (rpt spanla 142300, item 15 on 14 jun list)
(spanla 0000)

23 18 historian (vladimir borisov) on new anniversary of soviet-brazilian
relations, stressing cultural and scientific cooperation during first
years of bilateral relations. (7 min: portbrz 0000)

24 19 second part of gaston vargas intvw with volodia teitelboim, sec gen of
chilean comparty, in moscow on his party's opposition to terrorism and
violence, the party has always condemned terrorism because it only
benefits extreme right, which introduced organized terrorism in chile. (6
min: spanla 2300)

25 20 in "horizon" feature: announcers malena negrin and manolo gonzalez read
brief news from ussr, sergey vorobyev on activities of interrepublican
economic commission, which analyzes matters related to soviet economy,
granma corr in ussr (pedro prada) on new financial aid to support illegal
broadcast of socalled jose marti tv, intvw with aleksandr kachanov, first
foreign econ relations deputy minister, who states that cuba is important
trade partner of ussr, he then refers to cuban products exported to ussr
admits that there are some problems in cuban-soviet relations were
carefully analyzed during 20th meeting of cuban-soviet commission in
CUBAN-SOVIET ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL RELATIONS

HAVANA, HE SAYS CUBAN-SOVIET ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL RELATIONS BENEFIT BOTH COUNTRIES AND THAT THERE ARE GOOD PROSPECTS, REPORT ON NEWS CONFERENCE IN MOSCOW ON SAFETY PROBLEMS AT CUBAN ELECTRICAL-ATOMIC PLANT, MARTA RAMIREZ ANSWERS LETTERS FROM CUBAN LISTENERS. (28 MIN, INCL MUSIC: SPANDELA 0130)

26 ANON INTVW WITH IGNACIO OSORTO, PRESIDENT OF HONDURAN CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY, WHO ATTENDED INTL SEMINAR ON POLITICAL CHANGES IN USSR HELD IN MOSCOW, HE COMMENTS ON POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CHANGES TAKING PLACE IN WORLD. (3.5 MIN: SPANLA 2300)

27 ANSELMO SEPIERM INTVVS NICARAGUAN AMB ON HIS VISIT TO LENINGRAD ON INVITATION FROM LENINGRAD MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS, COMMENTS ON SITES HE VISITED AND HEROIC STRUGGLE OF PEOPLE OF LENINGRAD AGAINST NAZI FORCES DURING WWII. (5 MIN: SPANLA 2300)

28 GERMANY

29 TASS CORR ALEKSANDR SEMEONOVA BONN REPORT ON PRESENTATION CEREMONY HELD IN BONN FOR COMMEMORATIVE GIFT FOR GORBACHEV FROM FRG INHABITANTS, BRIEFLY QUOTING WILLY LOHMANN, FRG CITIZEN AND YANAYEV'S REPLY. (350 TEXT, INCL 50 WORDS YANAYEV, SENT: TASSR 0700)

30 YEVENYI KRUSHKIN ON BESMERTNYKH'S VISIT TO GERMANY. (RPT ENGINER 141210, ITEM 20 ON 14 JUN LIST) (ENGINA 0000 SPANISH 142100 PORTUGUESE 142100 PORTAFR 141900 GREEK 142000)

31 TB1606110191TAKE2

32 WEST EUROPE

33 TASS CORR ANATOLIY SHAPOVALOV INTVWS VADIM ZAGLADIN ON RESULTS OF ASSEMBLY ON PROBLEMS OF EUROPEAN CONFEDERATION WHICH WAS HELD IN PRAGUE. (450 TEXT SENT: TASSR 142303)

34 ANATOLIY POTAPOV ELABORATES ON MAJOR'S INVITATION TO GORBACHEV TO VISIT LONDON. (RPT ENGINER 141210, ITEM 29 ON 14 JUN LIST) (PORTBRAZ 0000 ENGINA 0000 SPANISH 142100 PORTUGUESE 142100 PORTAFR 141900 PERSIAN 141430 HEBREW 1600 GREEK 142000 MAND 142200)

35 SUMMARY MARGARET THATCHER'S STV INTVW DURING HER RECENT TRIP TO USSR. (9.5 MIN: ENGINA 142300)

36 V. SHISHKOVSKY VIDEO REPORT FROM LONDON ON LUKYANOV'S VISIT TO BRITAIN, BRIEFLY QUOTING FROM HIS PRESS CONFERENCE. (2.5 MIN: TV 1530 1800)

37 REPORT ON SEA PLANE R-40 ALBATROSS, A SOVIET EXHIBIT AT THE PARIS AIR SHOW. (6 MIN: HEBREW 1700)

38 AFRICA

39 "AFRICA AS WE SEE IT." (RPT ENGAHR 141630, ITEM 34 ON 14 JUN LIST) (ENGAHR 141930 0630)

40 ROUNDUP-UP OF EVENTS IN AFRICA IN BRIEF: ANGOLA, MOZAMBIQUE, ZAMBIA, TOGO, IVORY COAST, MADAGASCAR, ETHIOPIA, SOMALIA AND TANZANIA. (11 MIN: ENGAHR 1630)

41 "ECHO OF THE WEEK": INCL ANON RE 16 JUN SOVETO DAY, RECALLING EVENTS OF 15 YEARS AGO, ANC ACTIVIST'S TESTIMONY CITED, SINCE THEN SITUATION HAS CHANGED IN MANY WAYS, CURRENTLY ATTEMPTS TO INTRODUCE LEGISLATION ABDOLISHING APARTHEID NOTED. (3 MIN: ENGAHR 1630)

42 VLADISLAV CHERNUKHA ON SANCTIONS DEBATE REGARDING RSA. (RPT ENGINER 141210, ITEM 35 ON 14 JUN LIST) (PORTBRAZ 0000 ENGINA 0000 SPANISH 142100)

43 MIDEAST

44 YURIY SOLTON STRESSING URGENT NEED TO HOLD CONFERENCE ON DEMILITARIZING MIDEAST, GIVING DETAILS OF HUGE ARMS DELIVERIES TO ARAB COUNTRIES AND ISRAEL, CONTENDING GULF WAR DEMONSTRATED DANGERS OF SCUD MISSILES, WHILE
Saudi Arabia and Israel have other missiles, however, profits and political considerations are complicating factors, Soviet initiative noted. (3.5 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 spanla 2300 spanish 2100 persian 1430 turkish 1800 mand 1000)

35 A. Timoshki, on deadlock in peace process in mideast, noting Israel has not responded positively to attempt to promote cause of peace in mideast. (3.5 min: arabic 141600)

36 Report on Israeli artists' exhibition in Moscow. (10 min: hebrew 1600)

37 Intvw with Supreme Soviet deputy (Yuriy Belenko), cardiologist, on his recent visit to Israel, especially on the condition of Soviet immigrants. (6 min: hebrew 1700)

38 Report on pilgrimage to Mecca by Soviet Muslims. (4 min: mand 0900)

39 Yuriy Andreyev on Tariq Aziz visit to Turkey, saying Iraq is trying to improve its relations with United States. (4 min: persian 141430)

40 Report on consultations in UNSC on question of compensations to be paid by Iraq, UN SecGen proposed allocation of thirty percent of Iraqi oil exports to compensate countries which had suffered damage as result of Iraq action, noting both Britain and USA asked for fifty percent, however, consultations on matter continue. (3 min: arabic 141600)

41 Anon on Greek President's address to meeting of EEC ambassadors in Athens on anniversary of Greece's accession to EEC, quoting his reference to Soviet economic reforms and emphasizing his appraisal of current Greek-Soviet economic relations in view of expected signing of bilateral cooperation agreement. (5 min: Greek 2000)

42 "Soviet Union-Greece: Contacts, Meeting, Impressions" program, presented by Anna Benaki and Ioannis Mitropoulos, features (Aleksey Bugayev) citing his impressions of EHT European police chiefs seminar in Athens last month and an intvw with Soviet architect (Yuriy Platonov) outlining his views on establishment of Greek trade-economic-cultural center in Moscow. (23 min, incl music: Greek 2000)
50 "focus on asia": anon on formation of cambodian supreme national
council and its role (3 min); anon on indian general elections scheduled
to take place on 15 jun (3 min). (korean 1100)
51 summary izvestiya on dprk plan to cooperation with iaea. (3 min: mand
142200)
52 mikhaylov on prc-rok trade, predicting prc’s eventual establishment of
diplomatic ties. (3.5 min: mand 0900)
53 "mailbox": introducing letters from rok figures, calling for listeners
to send letters if they wish to correspond with soviet students, incl
soviet historian’s remarks on ethnics in ussr. (25 min: korean 1330)
54 aleksandr shakhin on agreement signed between czechoslovakia and ussr
on practical issues following soviet troop withdrawal. (rpt enginter
141210, item 65 on 14 jun list) (spanish 142100 portuguese 142100 portafr
141900)
55 sergey shirikin budapest dispatch on international conference re 1956
hungarian revolution, noting that soviet intervention sparked off struggle
for freedom, also voicing regret that soviet archives relating to this
period are still not open for inspection. (8.5 min: home 0630)
56 (boris levchenko) on eve of 50th anniversary of nazi aggression against
soviet union, commenting on significance of barbarrosa plan for soviets.
(5.5 min: spanla 0000)
57 aleksandr petrov on 50th anniversary of nazi germany’s invasion of
soviet union. (5 min: portbraz 0000)
58 boris belitskly on international historians round-table organized by
pravda, dedicated to 50th anniversary of nazi germany’s invasion of soviet
union. (4-3 min: persian 1430 turkish 1800 polish 1600 serbo 2000)
59 tass corrs aleksandr semenov and mikhail stepovik bonn dispatch, on
international scientific symposium devoted to 50th anniversary of nazi
germany’s attack on soviet union, during which participants will analyze
soviet union’s policy between 1939-1941 and their efforts to avoid
conflict with germany. (400 text: tassr 1106)
60 "science and engineering". (rpt enginter 140710, item 68 on 14 jun
list) (engna 142300)
61 gorbachev 14 jun message of congratulations to boris yeltsin on his
election to post of rsfsr president. (c/r enginter 141900, item 85 on 14
jun list) (brief: spanla 2300 spanish 142100 korean 1100)
62 sergey dorenko interview with boris yeltsin, during which he thanked
those who voted for him. (c/r rtv 141700, item 87 on 14 jun list) (brief:
spanla 0000 portbraz 0000 mand 142200 1000)
63 vitaliy gurov on rsfsr presidential elections with yeltsin the apparent
victor, casting aside all coquettish and improper forecasts on possible
outcome of elections, one can say that yeltsin’s victory was
predetermined. (rpt enginter 141210, item 88 on 14 jun list) (portbraz
0000 spanish 142100 portuguese 142100 persian 141430 arabic 141600 portafr
141900 mand 142200)
64 report over video on outcome of rsfsr presidential elections, reviewing
elections and showing footage of polling booths, crediting CNN for electioneering footage showing six candidates voting and talking. (3 min: rtv 2000)

85 65 anon on moscow meeting between government/unofficials of rsfsr in moscow to discuss unemployment which will emanate from conversation to market economy, questioning what level of unemployment is optimal in avoiding social tensions. (3 min: engna 0000)

86 66 yevgeniy zherebyonkin on moscow all-russian conference re introduction of law on employment effective from one july, including interview with chairman of republican committee on employment, anatoliy arzamasskiy. (500 text sent: rossii 1300)

87 67 interview with chairman of russian supreme soviet committee, on bill governing charity organizations. (5 min: mand 09000)

88 68 anon on refendum re changing of leningrad name to st. petersburg. (6 min: mand 0900)

SOVIET ECONOMY

89 69 sergey vorodyov on efforts for ending crisis in soviet economy and steps being taken to halt reduction in production. (5 min: persian 1430)

90 70 summary izvestiya 15 jun interview with soviet premier valentin pavlov, stating that soviet government favored attracting foreign investors for development of country's economy. (230 text sent: tasse 0803 tassr 0715; brief: enginter 1200 1300 1400 1500 mand 1300 1400)

91 71 anon on premier pavlov's report to soviet parliament in which he stated decline in production had been halted and government is in control of situation, noting that his report came prior to parliament demand to know pace of implementing anti-crisis plan. (3 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 spanish 2300 spanish 2100 turkish 1800 polish 1600 serbo 2000 korean 1100 mand 1400)

92 72 andrey pavlov review of soviet press on issue of western economic aid to soviet union, pravda pointing out that ussr should not expect too much from g-7 meeting; literaturnaya gazeta noting that gorbachev's success would depend on political situation in ussr; megapolis-ekspress on actual start of truly radical reforms in ussr, stabilization of political institutions and their adaptation to democratic way of life which were pre-requisites for gorbachev's success at g-7 meeting; (indistinct) publication of interview with shevardnadze; pravda publication of letter from muscovite afraid that west planned to turn ussr into third world nation. (enguk 2000)

LIFE IN USSR


94 TB1606110491TAKE5

95 74 l kravchenko and s. lomakin 15 jun stv interview with gorbachev on results of moscow conference on removing state control and privatization. (37 min sent: tv 1848; 600 text sent: tasse 2130; one min: enginter 2100 spanish 2100; brief: spanla 2300)

96 75 s. lomakin report over video on 15 jun moscow meeting on de-statification and privatization chaired by gorbachev, with participation from showing pavlov, silayev, primakov, medvedev, aganbegyan and others, including interviews with various deputies who express their views on privatization. (3 min sent: tv 1800)

97 76 anon on moscow meeting to discuss unemployment and job creation, noting
that spectre of mass unemployment which USSR claimed ended in early 1930’s is once again becoming reality. (rpt enginter 141810, item 98 on 14 jun list) (portbraz 0000 spanish 142100)

100 77 anon on ending of Moscow International Conference entitled ‘Eastern Europe and the USSR at an Historic Turning Point’, citing conference participant Professor Vladimir (Volkov) on work of conference which focussed on pace of change in region and USSR’s stance on this issue. (3.5 min: enginter 1210 1519 1819 2110 spanish 2300 spanish 2100 polish 1600)

101 78 Vyacheslav Solovyev on latest development concerning CPSU which indicate possibility of split while reformist forces are being consolidated, taking up Shevardnadze’s suggesting in which he called for setting up of representative democratic party. (3 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 spanish 2300 spanish 2100 polish 1600)

102 79 Deputy Head of Consul Directorate at USSR Foreign Ministry, explaining recent signing of Schengen Agreement on visa regulations, with particular emphasis on Soviet citizens understanding of this agreement which has not yet been ratified. (3 min: mayak 1330)

103 80 Farid Sefyful-Mulyukov Geneva interview with Valeriy Paulman, USSR Minister of Labor and Social Affairs, discussing unemployment and labor migration. (3 min sent: mayak 1030)

104 81 Report over video on Festival of Medical Workers, giving statistics which demonstrate problems faced by USSR, incl report on heart transplant patients society being set up to assist patients and incl interview with various patients and doctors. (3 min: tv 1530 1800)

105 82 Irina Chaylo recalling Leo Tolstoy’s philosophical views on 70th anniversary of opening of author’s Yasnaya Polyana Memorial Home. (3 min: polish 1600)

106 83 Anon on celebration of first Mass in Lutheran Cathedral of Kaliningrad since 1944, setting event in its historical context and contemporary spirit of city. (3 min: spanish 2100)

107 84 "Update". (rpt enginter 141910, item 105 on 14 jun list) (engna 0000)

108 85 "Problems, Events, People in Soviet Union": anon on market economy in USSR (6 min); anon introducing statement by (Andrey Vityayev) on social and political events in USSR (6 min); anon on church in Moscow (3 min). (korean 0900)

109 86 "Soviet Panorama": anon on first exhibition in Moscow of works by Viktor (Kazaryn), known as father of Soviet Neo-Expressionism, discussing his difficulties in conveying his feelings onto canvas, noting that receipts of exhibition would be donated to Chernobyl Aid Fund (3 min); film critic Viktor (Rubin) outlining plot of film by Leningrad director entitled "Dark Force", which would be distributed to Britain (3 min); anon on UFO sighting by two Estonians (rpt enginter 141910, segment item 105 on 14 jun list). (enguk 2000)

110 87 "USSR Today": Solovyev on CPSU reforms (3 min); anon on enterprises in RSFSR city (3.5 min); anon on new monument to Peter the Great in Leningrad (3 min). (mand 1300)

111 88 "Youth Program": incl anon on marathon for handicapped people. (20 min: mand 142200)

112 89 Misc Internal USSR Items: 19: Sov 6 EUR 8 Latam 4 Afr 1

113 UNPRO: enginter 0700 0800 1000 1100

114 POOREST: enginter 0900 korean 0900

115 POOR: portafr 141900 1900 (endall) 15 Jun 91